Orthodontics Retainers
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Abstract

Introduction: Retention is one of the most important phases of orthodontic treatment. The lack of a retention phase post orthodontic treatment will cause the teeth to move back to their original maloccluded position (Relapse). Some form of retention is always accompanied in orthodontically treated cases cased on the severity of the malocclusion.

Aim of the Work: The review aimed to assess the knowledge and practices regarding the importance and efficacy of orthodontic retainers.

Methodology: The review is a comprehensive research of PUBMED from the year 1919 - 2019.

Conclusion: The choice of orthodontic retainer selected for each individual case should be carefully chosen. Each individual will have its own set of indications and contraindications. Hence Good knowledge regarding the advantages of choosing the correct type of retainer will reduce unwanted complications. Even though orthodontic retention is a topic of serious debate between removable and fixed retainers and between vacuum formed and Hawley’s retainers, the efficacy of all in maintaining the treatment results are comparable. It is of extreme importance that patients are educated and motivated well about the use of retainers and to maintain good oral hygiene practices during the retention phase. Patients should also be motivated for regular dental check-ups during the same.
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Introduction

Orthodontic retainers are appliances that are used in the mouth after the completion of the orthodontic treatment. Orthodontic retention has been a topic of debate since the 18th century. Norman Kingsley stated in as early as 1908 that retaining the tooth from the mal-aliged position is more challenging than the correction itself. The goals of retention must be established early in the process of active orthodontic treatment for the best results.

Angle mentioned that the mechanical support by the surrounding tissues is required after the teeth have been moved into their desired position [1]. Therefore it is of utmost importance that the teeth which were previously malaligned are held in the new position for a certain period till the supporting tissues have adapted to their new positions [2].

To maintain the long-term stable result of the orthodontic treatment outcome is challenging. Literature shows a tendency toward relapse is seen even in the presence of a well-functioning occlusion [2].

Numerous factors can be responsible for the relapse of the results attained by orthodontic treatment [2].

Orthodontic retainers have seen a vast evolution in terms of material and size of the appliances. They can range from being removable to fixed, active to passive, and even by the duration of wear. The periodontal the support the teeth take about an average of 232 days to remodel into its new position, but tendency towards relapse may still persist after this duration [3]. Usually in growing patients, removable appliances are preferred since modified functional appliance can be used as retainers [3].

Adjunctive procedures such as interproximal stripping, reshaping teeth, or circumferential supracrestal fiberotomy can be used on teeth and surrounding periodontium to assist the retention process [3].

**Methodology**

A comprehensive and systematic search was conducted regarding orthodontic retainers using PubMed search engine (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and Google Scholar search engine (https://scholar.google.com) were the mainly used database. All relevant available and accessible articles were reviewed and included.

The terms used in search were: orthodontic retainers, types of retainers, relapse of retainers, stabilization of retainers.

**Factors while choosing retainers**

Since the causes of relapse are many, the retention protocol must be chosen after the consideration of the following factors [2].

**Types**

![Figure 3: Types of retainers.](image-url)
Removable retainers

Hawley’s retainer

This retainer was designed by Charles Hawley in 1919, has been popular for a century, and has become the most widely used removable retention appliance. It includes clasps on molars and an outer labial bow with adjustment loops, spanning from canine to canine. Because it covers the palate, it automatically provides a potential bite plane to control overbite. One of the disadvantages of this retainer is that it wedges distal to the canine and tends to open the extraction spaces. A modification where the labial bow is soldered to the bridge of Adam’s clasp helps to keep the extraction spaces closed. Many such modifications where a long labial bow is used, wire extending across the canine for better control of the tooth, a wraparound bow soldered to a C-Clasp can be seen with Hawley’s retainer. This retainer can be used both for the maxilla and mandible [4,5].

Begg wrap around retainer

This retainer uses an outer labial bow spanning through the entire arch and turning around the last erupted molar. Since a longer span of wire is used, deformation may be seen often.

Modification of a Begg wrap-around retainer uses a single arrowhead distal to the molar, which engages in the distal undercut area to improve retention [6].

Maxillary circumferential retainers

These retainers are used in for the maxilla; the labial wire contains keeper wires between the canines and lateral incisors for additional stability. They also contain recurves loops, which helps to adjust the tension of the labial bow. The acrylic portion of the retainer should extend distally to the second molar to hold it in position [7].

The van der linden retainer

This retainer is used to control the anterior teeth of the maxillary with firm fixation due to the clasps on the canines. A continuous labial arch with 0.028” wire and three quarters molar clasps with 0.032” inch wire is used. Unless the premolars and molars have clasps, they are free of acrylic. Occlusal interference is less with this retainer. This helps the surrounding tissues and muscles to adapt to their balanced positions [8].

The anterior adaptation of the archwire with closed loops acts as clasps on the canines.

However, the drawbacks of this appliance include the inability to retain mesiodistal angulation changes and extrusive changes of the incisors. A small composite placed cervical to the labial bow can overcome the latter shortcoming [8].
Removable wrap around retainer

It’s also known as the clip-on retainer. This retainer consists of a plastic bar covering the labial and lingual teeth surfaces, usually reinforced by a wire. It is aesthetic but more uncomfortable than a Hawley’s retainer. In patients with periodontal breakdown, who require splinting of teeth together, a full arch wrap-around retainer helps to hold the teeth in place. In the lower incisor area, a canine to canine clip-on retainer is commonly used. Any mild irregularity that may have resulted post debonding near the incisor region can be corrected with this retainer [4].

Clear vacuum form retainers/Essix retainers

In the 1970s, an aesthetic comfortable alternative to Hawley’s retainer was designed, and it was called clear vacuum form retainers. The advantages included durability, ease of cleaning, lesser cost, smaller size, and inconspicuousness [9].

The Essix removable appliance became popular in orthodontics since they could retain both anterior and posterior teeth. When it was introduced in 1993, The Essix retainer was made by thermoforming from plastic, copolyester Essix material, which was available as sheets. They were trimmed to make it fit from canine to canine [9].

Since there is posterior disocclusion, which is seen with the usage of Essix retainers because of the material thickness, practitioners commonly report cases of anterior open bite that is seen in patients who wear these retainers. There also seems to be a higher percentage of patients who lose their Essix retainers as compared to Hawleys due to its transparency and smaller size. This problem can be resolved by adding a colored stripe on the lingual part of the appliance [9].

Transarch stabilizing wire for Essix retainers

The trans arch stability can occasionally be inadequate in Essix retainers because of their minimal thickness and U-Shaped configuration. Incorporation of a metal strut into the appliance during the process of thermoforming can improve the stability of the appliance. A thick round wire 0.032” is recommended, which is adapted to the lingual surface on the patient’s cast below the cervical margin. A plastic sheet of appropriate thickness is adapted over the teeth, which will completely encapsulate the wire and makes it an integral part of the retainer [10].

Essix vs. Hawley’s

Studies show that the Essix retainer can maintain the orthodontic corrections as efficiently as a Hawley retainer [11]. There is no difference in retentive characteristics between the Hawley’s and Essix [12].

Hawleys vs. vacuum formed retainer

Literature and evidence suggest the choice of using Hawley’s retainer is preferred over VFR if the patient presents with a lateral open bite before debonding. This is attributed to the fact that Hawley’s will allow more vertical settling of the teeth as opposed to a VFR.
There is nonconclusive literature on the duration of wear of the removable appliances. The difference in relapse rates with part-time or full time with Hawley’s or vacuum-formed retainers have little evidence [13,14].

Positioners as retainers

Positioners are removable appliances that are used during the end of treatment as a finishing device. Positioners can be extended in its usage and continued as retainers. The major advantage of using this as a retainer is its ability to maintain occlusal relationships and the intra-arch tooth positions.

However, drawbacks include the bulkiness of the appliance, tendency of overbite increase and inability to retain incisor irregularities and rotations as well as conventional retainers [4].

Fixed retainers

Fixed retainers are those that are bonded to the teeth surface and cannot be removed by the patient. Fixed retainers in the lower anterior segment tend to cause lesser relapse as opposed to removable retainers [15].

Fixed retainers are majorly used to maintain:

![Fixed Retainers Diagram](image)

Fixed retainers are an indication in stabilizing the labial segment in cases with reduced periodontal support or cases which require long term retention like midline diastema [4].

In patients with poor periodontal support, the flexible spiral wires allow minute differential tooth movement [16]. Though these retainers require minimal patient compliance and are discrete; they are associated with fragility with failure rates of up to 47%, especially when there is contact to the lingual portion of the upper incisors due to deep overbite [17].

Oral hygiene maintenance can be problematic due to greater plaque and calculus deposition as compared to removable retainers. A precise bonding technique is required in fixed retainers [20].

The recommended usage of wire dimensions ranges from 0.0215-inch multi-strand wire or 0.030 - 0.032 inches sandblasted round stainless steel wire [16,18,19].

However, 0.0215-inch 5-stranded wires have the least failure rates seen during follow up [20].

![Fixed Retainer Image](image)

**Figure 8: Bonded retainer from right to left lateral incisor [20].**

An alternative in the form of resin fiberglass bands was introduced with smaller size and better esthetics. But it didn’t gain popularity as the choice of bonded retainer because they were unable to allow any physiological tooth movements and their long-term failure rates [21].

![Resin fiber retainer bonded from right to left first premolar](image1)

**Figure 9:** Resin fiber retainer bonded from right to left first premolar [21].

Off late CAD-CAM Technology is being used for manufacturing bonded retainers. These retainers are made by bending the wires with the handle of the machine. The Memotain retainer (CA-Digital, Mettmann, Germany) uses nickel-titanium wires (0.014 × 0.014-inch thickness) with this technique [22].

![Memotain CAD/CAM Niti wire with precision fit and bonded](image2)

**Figure 10:** Memotain CAD/CAM Niti wire with precision fit and bonded [22].

**Active retainers**

After the completion of orthodontic treatment, some amount of continuing growth or relapse can cause changes in the results achieved. Few retainers can cause some amount of movement of the relapsed teeth, and they are called as active retainers. An activated Hawley’s retainer can be used to close minor spaces [4].

Late lower incisor crowding that develops can be corrected by some amount of slenderization of the anterior tooth followed by realigning them canine-to-canine clip-on retainers called spring aligners [4].

**Conclusion**

The choice of an ideal retainer is mostly case-specific. One should keep in mind the detrimental effects on oral health including dental caries and periodontal problems. However, information on the extent of damage that can be caused is inconclusive.

With fixed retainers, problems like increased plaque, gingival bleeding and calculus, and even unwanted tooth movement can compromise periodontal support. Hence frequent reviews are important by the orthodontist. The patient should be educated about the long-term maintenance of retainers.
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